
Product description
King Kombo. The stepladder that you can also use as a ladder.
The King Kombo is the most multifunctional stepladder of its kind. With this single sided stepladder, flexibility is a certainty and you can
place the stepladder in up to three different positions with one hand movement. In the A-position you use this powerhouse in the traditional
way, but it is also possible to lean it against a surface. This way, you can get even closer to your work. By folding the rear rack, you can
also use your stepladder as a ladder. Very convenient when you need to reach higher heights.

The King Kombo stepladder is available in 5 (+3), 6 (+3) and 8 (+5) treads. In this case, the plus symbol stands for the number of steps by
which the stepladder can be extended when placed in ladder position. The stepladder is equipped with an integrated support with anti-slip
material, so that you can place the stepladder against a wall, in an outer corner or against a round, square or rectangular pole. With a tread
depth of 8 cm, the large contact surface ensures that you always stand securely and stable.

Multifunctional and flexible
You can place the stepladder in the A-position, in the lean-to position, or in the ladder position. This means that you only need one tool at
height for all tasks. Space-saving and effective!

With integrated support for easy placement
Place your stepladder easily against any surface with the integrated support. The anti-slip material of the support allows you to place your
stepladder safely and without concern against walls, corners or against a pole.

Narrow rear rack for the smallest openings
The rear rack is narrow, allowing you to position the stepladder in and through small openings. This also makes it easy to place the
stepladder in ceiling shutters.

Specifications

Article arrangement: New Type: Altrex folding ladder

Version: 6+3 steps Material: aluminium

Subgroup: Stairs Colour: alu silver

Height (mm): 2000 Loading capacity (kg): 150

Weight (kg) 22 Options: Norm: EN 131
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Type number: 503075 Height when folded (mm): 1830

Additional specifications: type use: professional Work height (mm): 4000

EAN Code (Gtin) 8719424205268

Scan the QR code for more information
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